
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Example of Cleansing Cloths Sampler package. 
 *  Order plenty of 3-1 Cleansing Cloths from Company. 
 *  Order 5" x 7" Cellophane Literature Bags at http://mygirlfriendshouse.com. 
 *  Buy candy.  (Candy you would love to receive, that will stand up to the abuse your purse can bring.  Plus, choose  
    candy that won't leak out the candy or the smell of the candy onto the sample). 
*  Have plenty of your Business Cards on hand. 
*  Assemble dozens.  In each Cellophane Literature Bag place one whole Cleansing Cloth, one Cleansing Cloth  
   Sampler Card, Your Business Card, and one piece of candy. 
*  Print Cleansing Cloths Sampler Cards on card stock.  Use paper cutter to cut out Cleansing Cloth Sampler Cards  
   easily and professionally (four per page). 
*  Assemble dozens.  In each Cellophane Literature Bag place one whole Cleansing Cloth, one Cleansing Cloth  
    Sampler Card, and one piece of candy. 
 
 
 
Also available at www.gretchenrunkle.com under Training and Under Sampler Cards:… 
Always be sure to add samples of a product that your customer hasn't tried yet to every reorder bag!  Company travel-
sized samplers are great, especially the new Ultimate Mascara Samplers w/Sampler  Cards!   But some of our 
awesome samplers don't have cards to purchase for them from the Company, and so here are a few documents that 
you can print off to affix the samplers to.   
  
Also, don't forget that small samples can get "lost" in a reorder bag and a customer may not know to look for the 
sampler.  But with the sample on a "sampler card" it is sure to be found and tried! 
 
The sampler cards below are best when printed on white card stock.  Using double-sided Scotch tape, paste your 
Company product samplers.  Be sure to add your Personal Reorder Label to the card and/or product sampler. 
 
Cleansing Cloths Sampler Cards 
Satin Hands Pampering Set Sampler Cards 
Even Complexion Essence Sampler Cards 
Eye Primer Sampler Cards 
Intense Moisturizer Sampler Cards 
Oil-Free Hydrating Gel Sampler Cards  
Firming Eye Cream Sampler Cards  
Age-Fighting Eye Cream Sampler Cards 
GENERIC Coupons for Samplers 
COLOR 101 Customized Looks 
EYE COLOR Sampler + Application Tips Cards 
                Universal (works well for everyone) by Robert Jones, Makeup Artist 

Created by Gretchen Runkle, Sales Director 



                Standard Eyes 
                Smokey Eyes 
                     
 


